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As a first  approximation,  we  have F=F',  and  47rp =    ~P ;
C/
£V   _     /}
similarly 4777)' = — ^ — .    Hence, 4?r times the surface density on
either conductor is ultimately equal to the fall of the potential from that conductor to the other divided by the distance.
We notice that when the potentials ft, /3' are given the electrical densities on the neighbouring surfaces can be made very great by diminishing the distance 6.
If do- be an element of the area /S, the quantity of electricity
on 8 is         ?-' t^  .    This is (ft - £') 8/^0 when the distance 0
is constant.
If the conductor A' is joined to the earth, its potential /3' = 0, and by the definition in Art. 871 the capacity of $ becomes S/^ird.
To obtain a nearer approximation we take a second term in Taylor's theorem.
dV We then have                 p'-p= —
Here, as before, dVjdn— -F, and in the small additional term we write for
its mean value, viz.-(2<" ~F)I&.   Substituting for F and Ff their values 4?rp and
-47ry>', we find                     £jl£ - -,0+ £jp 0 .................................... (1).
To obtain another equation connecting the nearly equal quantities /> and - //, we construct a tube of force joining P, P'. Let the areas at P, P' be d<r, d<r', then Fd<r=zF'dcr', (Art. 127) and therefore />&r-|-p'&r' = 0 .................................. (2).
Let JR, JR' be the principal radii of curvature at P measured positively in the direction P'P. Then, as in Art. 128, Ex. 2,
(3).
v '
Solving these equations we have
These two approximations were given by Green in his Essay on Electricity and Magnetism, pages 43, 45.
418. Ex. 1. A condenser is formed of two flat rectangular plates, each of area A, which are very near together but not quite parallel, one pair of parallel edges being at distance c and the opposite pair at distance c'. Prove that the
•4       i     c capacity is approximately -.—-------. log -,.
4:7r ^C — C j        C
The lower part of the condenser is fixed in a horizontal position and the other is free to turn about a horizontal axis through the centre of its under face. Show that a slight tilt which draws one pair of opposite edges together and the other apart through ly/ith of their distance will increase the capacity approximately by the

